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What to Do If You Find a Lost Pet 

The three most common reasons pets become separated 
from their families are: 

1. Opportunistic journey - for example, a door is          
accidentally left open and the pet takes advantage of 
the situation; 

2. Wanderlust - pets who actively attempt to escape by 
digging, bolting out the door, etc.; 

3. Sheer panic - a situation in which the “flight” instinct 
kicks in (for instance, in response to a loud noise) and 
the pet runs. 

So what should you do if you find a pet that is obviously 
lost? 

1. Stay calm. Consider  the pet’s safety, your own  
safety, and the safety of others. For instance, if the pet 
is in a high traffic area, it’s easy to panic and cause a 
more risky situation. Try to reply as coolly and      
collectively as possible - if you’re driving, never slam 
on your breaks, as it could cause a traffic accident, 
scare the animal causing him to run, etc. Try driving 
back around and pulling over near the animal. Or  
contact Animal Control and give them as much      
information as you can about the animal and where 
you spotted him. 

2. Be alert. A lost pet may be injured, scared or  sick. 
Do not approach the animal if he shows aggression 
toward you; in such a case, contact Animal Control 
and try to stay near the animal until help arrives. 

3. Assume responsibility. If the animal appears 
friendly and you feel you can safely take him with 
you, do so. Hopefully he is wearing an ID tag and you 
can contact his owners. If he is not wearing a tag, take 
him to your local vet’s office and have him scanned 
for a possible microchip. If neither is available, take 
the necessary steps to find the pet’s owner (Craigslist 
ad, Facebook post, post signs in the area where the 
dog was found, etc.). If you choose to keep the pet 
until his owner is found, do all you can to reunite him 
with his rightful owner. If, after several weeks, the pet 
remains unclaimed, it will then be your responsibility 
to either take him in as your own or find him a new 
home. 

July 31 is National Mutt Day! 

The majority of shelters are 

filled with mixed breed dogs 

who deserve a chance. 

Fascinating Feline Facts 

 When cats grimace, they are usually “taste 
-scenting.” The expression permits air, 
which contains organic molecules, to waft 
close to a special organ (located between 
your cat’s nose and incisor teeth) for    
processing. The cat’s tongue may be     
recruited to help move and circulate the 
air, sort of like the feline version of wine 
tasting. 

 A cat’s purr may be a form of self-healing, 
as it can be a sign of nervousness as well 
as contentment. 

 Cats can change their meow to manipulate 
a human. For example, they often imitate a 
human baby when they need food. 

 Cats have free-floating clavicle bones that 
attach their shoulders to their forelimbs, 
which allows them to squeeze through 
very small spaces. 

http://www.livescience.com/40377-why-do-cats-purr.html
http://healthypets.mercola.com/sites/healthypets/archive/2010/07/27/dont-believe-it-exposing-10-common-myths-about-cats.aspx
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‘TIS THE SEASON…  FOR TICKS AND FLEAS! 

Yes, ticks and fleas are annoying and gross little parasites that could pose a threat to both your and your 
pet’s health; but, as annoying and gross as they may be, they are also quite fascinating!  

These parasites LOVE your pets. Once they hitch a ride on your four-legged friend, they take full        
advantage of the amenities provided by their warm-blooded host, including shelter and nourishment. No 
doubt, fleas and ticks are an enemy to you and your pet; and knowing your enemy is the best way to   
control it. As the saying goes, knowledge is power! 

Here are some odd, informative and somewhat disturbing facts about these pesky parasites: 

FLEAS 

 Fleas have survived on earth for nearly 100 million years. 
 A female flea can consume 15 times its body weight daily (her food of choice being blood, of 

course). 
 A female flea lays eggs within 48 hours of its first blood meal (they cannot lay eggs until after their 

first blood meal).  
 A female flea can lay over 2,000 eggs in her lifetime, which is a short 2 – 3 months. 
 Fleas can jump up to 13” despite having no wings. 
 It takes only six weeks for one flea to develop into one million fleas. 
 Fleas transmit tapeworms and several infectious diseases. 
 
TICKS 
 

 There are 800+ species of ticks on planet earth. 
 Male ticks die right after mating. 
 Ticks can carry Lyme Disease, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, Anaplasmosis (a bacterial disease) 

and Ehrlichiosis (a bacterial illness that causes flu-like symptoms). 
 A hard tick’s saliva contains anti-inflammatory and anesthetic compounds that make its host less  

likely to realize it has been bitten. 
 Ticks are “programmed” to attach around its host’s head or ears.  

While most ticks don’t carry disease, and most bites don’t cause serious illness, swift removal is key. Use 
fine-tipped tweezers to remove a tick, making sure to pull from the head. Wash the area of the tick bite 
with lots of warm water and soap (a mild dish-washing soap works well). If a bite becomes irritated,   
apply an antibiotic and cover with a bandage. Apply the same treatment for ticks on your furry friend. 

For those annoying flea bites, resist the urge to scratch (as hard as it may be!); wash any bites with      
antiseptic soap to reduce the chance of infection; apply an anti-itch medication such as calamine lotion; 
and see your doctor if swelling or discharge from the bites occur. If your beloved pet is being bitten, see 
your veterinarian to determine the most appropriate flea-killing product. 

As with most irritants, prevention is key: 

 Clean pet bedding and general surroundings regularly. 
 Vacuum carpets frequently. Throw away the vacuum bag after each use as it will likely contain fleas 

and eggs, or spray a flea killer into the bag. 
 For bagless style cleaners, empty after each use and spray the contents.  
 Treat outdoor areas commonly visited by your pet with the appropriate pesticide. There are multiple 

chemical and natural solutions available. 
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Curb Your Cat’s Boredom 

Keeping your favorite feline indoors is one of the best 
things you can do for her to promote a long and healthy 
life. Indoor cats are at a much lower risk than outdoor 
cats for traumatic injuries, infectious diseases and    
going missing.  

While a healthier choice, having an “indoor only” kitty 
does have its downside - mainly lack of exercise and 
boredom., giving them a higher than average risk for 
developing behavioral issues related to a lack of mental 
stimulation, obesity and diabetes. 

Here are a few examples of things you, as a proactive 
pet parent, can do to keep your indoor cat active and 
mentally engaged: 

 

 PLAY TIME. The best play activities for cats play 
into their natural predatory drive. You may be    
surprised to know, cats are quite good at playing 
“fetch.” Many cat toys are designed for this       
purpose, but items you have around your house will 
work just as well. Try a crumpled up piece of     
paper, the cardboard center from a toilet paper roll, 
or a pouf from your bath. A kitty fishing pole is 
another good option. Make your own with a stick, a 
string and something prey-like (feathers work well) 
attached at the end. You can even supply your kitty 
with fun while she’s home alone. Puzzle feeders 
and electronic toys that move around erratically 
tend to hold kitty’s interest best. 

 CAT FURNITURE. As pet parents, we often don’t make full 
use of kitty’s ability to climb and jump. Invest in a kitty   
tower or condo and place it near a window to provide an     
enticing view. Kitty furniture is a great way to increase the 
amount of feline-friendly space in your home. 

 LET YOUR KITTY GO “OUTSIDE.” The outdoors doesn’t 
have to be completely off-limits to your indoor cat. A        
securely screed, open window with a ledge, chair or kitty 
condo place in front can provide hours of entertainment for 
your fluffy friend. Have a screened in patio with a door that    
remains secure when closed? Turn it into a CATIO! The   
outdoor sounds and sights will keep your kitty entertained for 
hours. 

 Dog Myth or Dog Fact? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. A warm, dry nose indicates Fido is sick. 

2. Fido licks his wounds because it helps 
them heal faster. 

3. Feeding Fido garlic will kill his fleas. 

4. Dogs eat inedible objects to fill a          
nutritional deficiency. 

5. Indoor dogs don’t need heartworm      
prevention treatments. 

6. If Fido is sick or in pain, it will be        
obvious to you. 

7. Dogs eat grass only when they are sick. 

8. Female dogs should have one litter of 
pups before they are spayed. 

9. Mixed breed dogs are healthier than   
purebred pups. 

Find the answers on the last page! 
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Air Temp.      Asphalt Temp. 
 

    77°                125° 
    86°                135° 
    87°                143° 

Dog Myth or Dog Fact ~ All are MYTHS! 

1. Your dog’s nose temp and moisture level cannot 

denote illness, health, or a fever.  

2. It’s natural for your dog to lick his wounds, but 

doing so actually slows the healing process and 

can lead to infection.  

3. The scent of garlic may be a deterrent to fleas, but 

feeding it to your dog will not kill fleas.  

4. No one knows exactly why some dogs like to eat 

rocks, lick concrete, ingest things that should not 

be ingested… But most veterinarians believe 

dogs eat these things due to boredom or to get 

attention. 

5. Even dogs that spend most of their time indoors 

are susceptible to heartworm disease. After all, 

heartworms are contracted through mosquitos, 

which can obviously come into your home. 

6. Dogs, in general, are very good at hiding the 

signs that indicate they are sick or in pain. More 

often than not, by the time you notice your dog is 

sick, his condition has already progressed. 

7. Many scientists insist it’s normal for a dog to eat 

some amount of grass from time to time since 

such material was once a part of their ancestors’ 

usual diet. Other dogs nibble on the green stuff 

out of boredom, or just because they like the 

taste. 

8. There is no health benefit to allowing your female 

dog to give birth to a litter of puppies before   

having her spayed. In fact, dogs that are spayed 

before the first heat cycle are less likely to       

develop breast cancer, and spaying eliminates the 

risk of uterine cancers and complications. 

9. Both mixed breeds and purebreds can be either 

healthy or unhealthy. While mixed mutts         

typically don’t have the genetic diseases more 

prevalent among purebreds, they are just as prone 

to health issues.  


